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,c-a of the quality of textbooks and instructional materials
-,iission of the State Department of Education. The

)1!11:c of textbooks and other materials to the instructional
progiam and the fact that many school districts will be selecting new
historysocial science materials for the first time in several years
make this mission more significant than ever.

To help school districts select historysocial science materials,
State Department of Education has designed a new publication
incorporating elements of the former Catalog of Instructional
Materials. It is my pleasure to introduce you to the Program
Descriptions for HistorySocial Science Instructional Materials.

These program descriptions have been developed to provide school
districts with information on how well the adopted materials meet the
goals set forth in the HistorSocial Science Framework
California Public Schools_ I have been gratified by the interest in
historysocial science education generated by the Framework. These
program descriptions should help curriculum specialists, teachers, and
administrators match instructional materials to curriculum goals and
objectives.

In conclusion, I would appreciate hearing from you concerning
your reaction to this new document and any suggestions you may
have for achieving the mission of improving the textbooks and
instructional materials used by our students.

Superinrenutenr i f Public Instruction



Preface

Since 1972 the Eclucyttron Code has allowed school districts to
select instructional materials. from a list adopted by the State Board
of Education. Several changes have been made in adoption and
ordering procedures through the years. In 1972 the Education Code
limited allotments to school districts to no more than $7 per unit of
average daily attendance (a.d.a.). Currently, districts are allocated
approximately $20.89 per unit of a.d.a. In the past, the State Board
adopted basic and supplementary materials., now only basic programs
are adopted, and districts may use up to 20 percent of their
allocation for instructional materials to purchase supplementary
materials from an extensive list of items that have been reviewed for
compliance with certain social content criteria. (Lists of approved
materials are available from the State Department of Education. See
page 31.) For the first time some school districts have exercised the
option provided by a new Education Code section to order all
instructional materials directly from the publishers. However, each
school district must continue to use 80 percent of its allocation to
purchase state-adopted materials, such as those described in this
guide, unless the district has successfully petitioned the State Board
to do otherwise.

In keeping with the changes and in order to assist school districts
more effectively with the selection of instructional materials, we are
producing two documents. This publication, Program Descriptions Jctr
HistorySocial Science Instructional Materini, should be used as a
guide to selecting instructional materials. Another publication, Price
List and Order Form fin- HistorySocial Science Instructional
Materials-, is to he used as an order form by school districts using
the State Department of Education's system and as a guide to correct
information. about prices for school districts ordciing directly from
publishers.

We see the selection of instructional materials as an important
function involving three actions. First, the district will plan its
curriculum objectives and project a schedule for when it wishes to
replace materials in each subject-matter area. Second, the district will
inventory those materials on hand that will help the district accom-
plish its curriculum objectives. Third, the district will decide what
kinds of materials are needed from the state to satisfy the remainder
of its instructional materials needs.

Some districts complete the cited tasks on a districtwide basis:
others do so on a school basis. Either way, these actions should he
taken before the program descriptions can be useful. By using these
as a guide, districts can reduce the number of materials that must be
viewed in making their selections.

vii



Teachers, members of the Curriculum Development and Supple-
mental Materials Commission, and personnel in the offices of county
superintendents of schools gave of their time and talent to make this
guide available to school districts, and we are grateful for their help.
In particular, we want to call attention to the work of John Sanford,
who acted as liaison for the commission.

We hope that school districts will find these program descriptions
helpful in making their selections of instructional materials.

RICHARD 'A
Chief Deputy St /men
in Public !nonillion

JAMES R, SMITH
Deputy Superiniendent

for Curriculum and
Instructional Leadership



In troduction

California is on a six-year cycle for adopting basic instructional
materials for students in kindergarten through grade eight. This year
the State Board of Education adopted the programs which are
described in this publicatkn, Program Descriptions for History
Social .Science Instructional Materials. These programs were evaluated
carefully prior to adoption by instructional materials evaluation
panels (IMEPs) made up of teachers, curriculum specialists, and
administrators representing the state geographically. The panels
worked under the direction of the Curriculum Development and
Supplemental Materials Commission. A representative of the
commission assisted in the preparation of the program descriptions in
order to provide coordination between the statewide adoption process
and the local selection process. The programs described will be in
adoption for six years (termination date June 30, 1990), and this
guide is to be used for the same time period.

This guide includes an annotated index of adopted basic programs,
separate descriptions for each basic program, and a list of previously
adopted basic programs. The annotated index gives pertinent
information about each program, including program title, year of
copyright, designated grade levels, and readability levels. The
readability information was provided by the publishers, and ranges
and averages are used. Individual publishers should be contacted if
further clarification is needed. The listing for each program also
includes a page number reference to the second part of this guide,
where more detailed information about the materials is provided. This
information includes a general description and sections on learner
goals and objectives, program organization, student materials,
methodology, provisions for student evaluation, teacher materials,
implementation requirements, and related materials. Not all com-
ponents to each program described may be listed in the detailed
write-up, but as previously indicated, the annotated index contains a
complete listing of all items in a program. It is important to note
that the analysts who prepared the separate write-ups may recom-
mend different grade levels from those designated by the publishers
and included in the annotated index. The third part of this guide is
a list of previously adopted programs.

Use of the information in this guide should not he substituted for
actual study of the adopted materials. Users are encouraged to
examine the materials at one of the 30 instructional materials display
centers (IMDCs) throughout the state. A list of the addresses of these
centers may be found in the separate instruction packet.



Annotated Index to the Program Descriptions for State-Adopted
Basic Instructional Materials in History_ Social Science

(Adoption Termination Year: 1990)

Publisher. item or program title.
and copyright date

Recommended
ade level Kind of Gnat Readability level

Page
number

n and Bacon. Inc . Ittrm
Follett l'ulthshing Contran".
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Ali?. And Bat,"011
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1983
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1983
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poacher edition
Workbook
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leacher edition
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Teacher edition
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Publisher, item or program title.
and copyright date

Recommended
grade level '-d of taterial Readability level

Page
number

Macmillan Publishing Company. Inc. K 7 Big Book (K)
leacher manual

Spache Neal
K Not pre ded

13

MACMILLAN SOCIAI SIIIDIEs Texts* I 1.4-I 7

1983, 1982 Feaeher editions 2 2,1-2,6
Workbooks
I cacher Odium

Da le-Chall odifietL FrA
scales'

Unit test masters 3 2.7-3,3
Macklin,: masters 4 3.7-4.6

5 4,6-5,1
6 5,6-5,9
7 6,1-7.0

McDougal, LOW' and Cotnpany 8 lest Dale- 'hall scale: 15

Teacher edition 6.5
A PRoliD NA !ION Chapter and unit tests
-,' 1983 Skills and activities

workbook
reacher edition

McGraw -bill Book Company K 6 Kindergarten set (K)
Texts*

Fry scale:
K. Not prov dedi

16

McGRAW-1111.1, SOCIAL STUDIES-
1

OUR NATION. OUR WORLD

c 1983

Teacher resource
notebooks 2 2

3 . 3

Dale Chill scale:
4 4
(California) 4 - 4
5 5-6
6-5-6

McGraw-Hill Book Company 8 Text Dale-Chill scale: 18

Teacher resource guide 7- 8
FROM SEA TO SHINING SEA
a 1982

McGraw -Hill Book Company 4. 8 Microcomputer software
versions:

Dale-Chill scale:
5-6

19

SEARCH SERIES
a 1982

TRS -K0
Apple II

Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company 7 Text Dale-Chill scale: 20

Teacher edition 7.0
HUMAN HFR1TAGE7 A WORLD Esaluation program
HISTORY

c 1981
Activity book
Teacher edition

Scott. Foresman and Company K - -7 Big Book (K) Spache scale: 21

SCOTT, FORESMAN SOCIAL STUDIES
Texts*
Teacher editions

K Not provided
I =-1.$

a 1983 Workbooks 2 -2.3
Teacher editions 3-2.4
Tests Dalehall scale:
Map and globe skill
activities

4-4 and below
(California) 4= 3-4
5 -5=6
6 5-6
6/7--5
6/7-----56

*Program includes fourth-grade "California text,"



Publrarher, nem or program tNle,
and coyYriZAt date

Recoentrnended
grade level Kind of material Reaa illty level

Page

Eoresman and Co p Text Dale-Chill Neil le: 23
AMERICA! AMERICA Teacher edition 6.6

Workbook
9 19$1 Teacher edition

Tests

Silxer Burdett Company K 7 Texts* Spache scale: 24

THE' WORLD AND ITS VEOPLE Teacher editions K-- Nat provided
Workbooks I I

1984 Teacher editions 2 -2
Resource packages 3--2

Dale-Chill scale:
4-4
5-5
6-4
6/7 -6

Silcr Burdett Company 8 Text Dale-Chall scale: 25

OUR AMERICAN IIERI !ACE TTeacher manual 7-8
Workbook

° 1983 Teacher edition

Silver Burdett Company 8 Texts Dale - Chill scale: 26

AMERICA AND AMERICANS Teacher manuals 7-8

k' 1983
Workbooks
Teacher editions

Steck-Vaughn Company I 6 Texts* Spache scale: 27

STECK- VAUGLIN SOCIAL STUDIES Teacher editions 1-1.5
Activity books 2-2.4

c 1983 Teacher editions
Spirit duplicating masters

Spache; Dale- Chill
scales
3--2.5; 3.6
Dale- Chill scale.
4=-4.6
(California) 4-5.1
5-5.4
s-6.4

teck-Vaughn Company 8 .rext Dale-Chall scale: 29

MERICAN ADVEN1 URES Teacher edition 6.2
Spirit masters

D 1983

*Program inelu es fourth-grade"California
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Program Descriptions for State-Adopted Basic Instructional Materials
in HistorySocial Science

Puhlislter

Allyn and Bacon, Inc, formerly
Follett Publishing Company

Title I
FoLLErr SOCIAL STU DIES (1983) K-7

eneral Description
I he ckerz111 goal of Social Simil.. is to help students understand their physical zinc! human world

o they may become better citizens,- IThe program goals, which are listed in the teacher edition, address the
goals of the History Science Frametvw.k. Relationship of the framework grade level settings and the
Follett program is mostly consistent.

Learner Goals and Objectives
The Follett program provides a sequence of skills. values, and knowledge factors and addresses social

participation in zt vziriety of ways. These Lands are clearly stated in the teacher's annottited edition.

Organization
Each grade level has a student textbook divided into units and chapters. Two grade-four textbooks are

provided: Our State: California and ll'Orid NegiMM
Our State: Calilionia meets the grade-level setting for the fourth grade. Each chapter and unit contain

appropriate review, extension, and skill exercises. At grades six and seven. Follett provides two alternative
textbooks: People. Time and Change and Our If Thday. both of which meet framework criteria for the
appropriate settings.

Textbook Workbook
Student textbooks designed for a lull year's work are pro. tiled tt each feyel. Workbooks (booklets) provide

individual activities for the review, reinforcement. and enrichment of skills and come

Nfethodology
he program provides a mix of expositors didactic and inquiry methods. Teachers can pick and choose a

variety of approaches_ Me materials are suitable for both individual and group instruction. Model lesson
plans are included in a teacher's resource hook that is separate from the annotated edition,

Provision for Student Evaluation
The program includes unit tests starting at the third grade and stag

evaluations for student progress throughout the program.
ns for teacher observation and

Teacher's Guide/ Edition
The teacher's annotated edition is a full-sized student textbook with marginal notes printed in red to pro-

vide detailed guidelines for lesson development. Each student textbook also has a teacher's resource book,
providing extra information through expanded detailed lesson plans, teaching strategics, bibliographies, and

reference materials.

Related Materials
A separate paperback student atlas, which contains maps of the United States and regions of the wo:Id,

tables, and geographic statistics, is available. Accompanying work sheets (on duplicating masters) may be
assigned independently. The teacher materials consist of annotated editions and answer keys.

5



Implementation Requirements
Selection committees should eCOnside7 asking the pu I li- r tor n i

urzim and application at specitic grade levels,
ice pp:%enta_u n

6



Publisher Title

Allyn and Bacon, Inc., formerly
Follett Publishing Company

AMERICAN SPIRIT (1982)

Level

8

General Description
1!PU Spirit is a t'. S. histctrs-

the present.
that is ron ogicall% or anircil fronn pre-( cricu to

Learner Coals and Objectives
The overall goals of American Spirit are cited in the teacher's edition. The student obsieL es also are listed

in the teacher "s edition at the beginning of each chapter's daily teaching strtitegies. The teacher's uide h
scope-andsequence chart for skill development.

Organization
mer:can Spirit is organised into six units. Each unit has a skills chaplet% four narrative chapters, and a

chapter on lire- st%les Each Unit ends V, ith a history workshop that provides an Opportunity for review and
c: tension of the instruction and skill development.

Textbook/Workbook
The textbook contains a 94-page reference section, a l2 page' atlas, basic documents, chronology, conver-

sions, statistics, a glossarv, rind an index. No workbook is provided.

Methodology
The teacher is encouraged to use expository, didactic. and inquiry techniques in the classroom. The skills

sections permit development of specific skills that can be used in the subsequent narrative chapters. The
chapters on life-styles provide opportunities for inquiry.

Provision for Student Evaluation
The student'; performzince can be evaluated by means of file end-01-chapter tests tend the unit review on

history censorship.

Teacher's Guide/Edition
The teacher's edition contains marginal notes for the teacher and a teacher's guide section at the beginning

of the hook. In addition, answers are provided for all tests.

Related Materials
None.

Implementation Requiremen
I n-scr% ice training for teachers is recommendedrecontntended.

7



Publisher

Ginn and Company

Title Level

CALIFORNIA: YOUR STATE (1953) 4

General Description
California: Your Stale is a fourth-grade textbook that emphasizes history. The book p. omotes an aware-

ness of a multicultural heritage_ Fhe publisher's goals are that students ( I ) learn to use knowledge, insights.
and understandings: (2) develop and exhibit desirable ideals. attitudes, and behavioral skills: and (3) have
opportunities to solve problems think critically, and inquire about the world in which they live.

Learner Coals and Objectives
The goals of the textbook are to (1) guide students to better citizenship ernd to intelligt;.it and active

participation in world affairs. (2) help students appreciate. understand, and reserve our American heritage:
and (3) enable students to function effectively as their social and geographical environments become increas-
ingly complex,

Organization
(he setting. California, follows the recommendation the 1/

Textbook/ Workbook
I he textbook is divided into units. Several questions and activities such as -Be a Mapmakerl- are provided

at the end of each unit_ A prologue and epilogue are included_ A geography dictionary, a chart of important
events in California history, a list of the states, and an atlas are provided. A workbook is available.

Methodology
Students are given opportunities in individual and group settings to solve problems, think critically, and

inquire about the state in which they live. They are encouraged to use rather than simply accumulate
knowledge. insights, and understanding_ The teacher's guide has model lesson plans. Provisions are made for
large and small groups.

Provision for Student Evaluation
Student review questions are placed at the end of each chapter in the textbook. Duplicating masters or

tests and outline maps for additional practice in map skills are provided.

Teacher's Guide/Edition
The teacher's edition provides guided reading questions and help in adjusting instruction for individual

differences. Reproduced student pages, Lesson objectives. vocabulary highlights. activities, background for
the teacher, and answers to all exercises are included. The guide shows the organization of the textbook,
divided into units, and indicates what major concepts are covered under the various social science disciplines.
Skill areas are referenced by pages, arid resource suggestions and lesson plans are provided for each chapter.
Teaching strategies are suggested_

Related Materials
Skill masters focus on four basic content areas: geography, civics, economics, and history, Tests and

outline maps are provided.

Implementation Requirements
None_



P I. ye

Harcourt BraceBrace kivanovich, Inc. AMERICAN HISTORY (1982) 8

General Descriptior
.-Imeriti.;;I v is a chronological narrative history o 7 the United tut s. 1-th_ .ext5ook is consistent with

the //wori---Sociai Science Framework. I he material constitutes a detailed description of the complex
development of American history illustrated with a gallery of fine art.

Learner Coals and Objectives
the four mayor goals stated in the flxrrart Emmett-in-:: are implied in the textbook.

Organrttion
I ile textbook, which is oreani/ed chronologically. addresses the settings as described in the -So(

Framework,

Textbook/ Workbook
The textbook is divided into ten units and 30 chapters. Each chapter is divided into short, titled sections

that are followed bv reading comprehension questions.

Methodology
The textbook is an expository narrative presentation of American history. Activities for small or large

groups are described in the teacher's edition. Model lesson plans are not included.

Provision for Student Evaluation
textbook includes chapter reviews, chapter tuts. and unit tests. Separate tests also are provided. The

workbook provides supplementary activities. The textbook includes comprehension questions at the end of
each section.

Teacher's Guide/E:dition
The teacher's guide is provided as part of a special edition of the textbook. Strategies, objectives, and main

ideas are described. Provisions for individual student differences are made in the textbook, and an explana-
tion is given in the inLroduction to the teacher's edition.

Related Materials
None_

Implementation Requirements
None.



Pun Lk her

Holt, Rinehart and Winston. Inc.

General Description
4 la/ .xri4iie.L e!.em entarc prograarht, icsignet for tie in the general classi

pi-1gram presents it ttrihtcnl uud s kill miiterial for the social sciences, including geogranilk-.
science and economies, rcith a focus on caitcnship F he publisher states that the major goal of this

program is to help students become positike. contributing members of our eer-ehanging and di'serse society.
the program follows Clic N(,elat Science :rwrankirA as to goals and settings, except for the
fourth -grade textbook. tsh iLll is not adopted. S minimum amount of emphasis is plaCed on the humanities.
I hc kieus in the series is on dicrsuk curriculum,

HOLT SOCIAL STUDIES Ci983) K-3. 3-6

Learner Goals and Objectives
Stated goals are to help students acquire knos ledge. skills. and values and to encourage social participa-

tion, Within the teacher\ guide a scope and sequence for skills has been identified for each grade level. The
kills .ire identified imd orgitniled under headings such its "Criticid Ihinkine.' Within the textbooks ciin be

found Oh: of knowledge. k.ilues, Ind 4:1t1 pal [1.,1141 un r :alit] Obieet 1.L`N cite
delineated in the teachers guide ht grade Ic el.

Organization
litrirks I and 2 are divided into units and lesson and are divided inter omits, chapters, and

sections, The content is based on the -expanding en ironment theory of social science educationriacital
skin, irelndin, and sta,k. .ire taught sequ,:nzialk each

grade le el. I he skills spiral in dittieulty and depth from grade to grade, The program follows the settings as
outlined in the Sr iul lowe FramewHrk.

Textbook/ Workbook
I he program consists of htirdbound textbooks and teacher editions for =rides one through three artd lie

and six: workbooks and workbook teacher editions for grades three. five. and six: and classroom organtiers
for grades one through three and Ike and six. 1 -he kindergarten program consists of a "Progress Book- on
duplicating. masters and a teacher resource book.

1lethodology-
thilt Sa /a/ classroom reading, dis ussion and individual and group activities to help students

acquire knowledge. skills, and kalues and to encourage social participation. The re 'ewers see it as primarily
expository or traditional in approadi lite teacher's edition does present model lesson plans and vocabulary
tick elopment.

Provision for Student Evaluation
In kindergarten. e. :dilation opportunities are provided in a bound set of duplicating masters (one work

sheet per lesson). In grades one and two. unit reviews in the pupil hooks and blackline masters (one per
lesson) in the classroom organi/er provide opportunities for student evaluation. In grades three. five, and six.
section re iews and unit rekiews in the student books and chapter tests in the classroom organi/eis provide
opportunities for student evaluation.

Teacher's Guide/ Edition
I he teacher editions are soft-cover spiral-hound books. Unit resources include a list of unit concepts. a unit

summary, zi list of rmitcrials for the unit, bulletin-hoard and field-trip suggestions. student mud It. mncr

10
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Publisher

Laidlavy Brothers
Title

UNDERSTANDING THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
PROGRAM (1983)

L.4-ve/

7

General Description
(-nder8tandins: the It'orhI is the titre of the seenth-erade hook. Th: hook emphasizes geography skills_ It

also includes biographies of individuals who have had a sigf,ificalit impact on the world. It stresses ti c deei-
opment of basic social s-ienee skills in varied activities. One of its major goals is to prepare today. s children to
live in a world of challenge and rapid change. The program is characterized by its content, organization. and
emphasis on patriotism Ancillary materials in the form of activity books, duplicating masters, and enrich-
ment and extension activities are provided.

Learner Goals and Objectives
The major goals of the I/is-torySocial Science Framework are irrtplied in the textbook.

Organization
Although the hook intended for grade six, it matches the content recommendations in the flislory=
icial Science Franzen r grade seven.

Textbook/ Workbook
'Me textbook is organized on a unit and chapter structure. A special geography unit is included. Lesson

-.,.:rap-z.zps- and end-of hapter feaZures pros ide for rex iew and reinforcement_ End-of-unit activities provide
for extension_ The Skills Handbook has reading and geography activities.

714ethocloiogy

Concepts and skills are introduced in settings that serve as a basis for exploring and understanding new
ideas_ Social science skills included are basic geography and basic study skills and skills of the social scientist
(i.e... locating, organizing, analyzing, and decision making),

Provision for Student Evaluation
End-of-chapter evaluations are provided_ Unit tests are provided in blackline master fc..rm in the teacher's

edition. In addition. independent unit test booklets are also available_

Teacher's Guide/ Edition
The teacher's edition is designed to provide the classroom teacher with a variety of strategies and tech-

niques, In addition, conceptual themes and statements, along with individual performance objectives are
provided to assist the teacher. Suggestions arc provided in the teacher's manual portion for additional exten-
sion and enrichment activities. The teacher's edition includes the student textbook.

Related Materials
An atlas is provided at the back of the textbook. Duplicating masters, activity

extension, reinforcement, and enrichment are provided_
packets for

Implementation Requirements
None.
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Publisher Title

Macmillan Publishing Company. Inc_ MACMILtMACMILLAN SOCIAL STUDIES (1983/19 K-7

General Description
S:re ittl sunsh. scien _ erics ndergirten through grade se,.en. I he

publisher emphasi/es that histi geography mak he core of the pros ram. manor goals of
tta,00lifin Srodie% are to p,,pare students' tor responsii citi/cliship and to build c,nripet,:nce in basic
social sciencc-related sills in students of yaried ability. background. and experience.

Learner Goals and Objectives
The publisher's sated objectives are to (I basic introduction ogriphY and geographic principles

that sill contribute to the understanding of uman life and problems in a global context: (2i provide an
acquaintance with the nations of the %%odd, with emphasis on geography, history. resources, people. and
saried contributions to world culture. (3) gike a background of historical information about the growth and
de\ elopment of the lilted States of America, together with a realistic picture of life todav (4) develop an
understanding and appreciation of the American heritage and of the res!lonsibildies of American citi?enship:
(5+) dc.elop critical thinking in students through a variety if aet!vitie that help them to see relationships.
Bras conclusions_ and achieve understanding: and (6) instill in students a sense of social responsibility and a
respect for good human relationships. Also included are major concepts and generalisations from the
disciplines of historY, geography, economics, civics tind go% ernment. zmd sociology.

Organization
The content reflects tin ellipasi on the importance of people and the

sequential approach set forth in the y Social Science Friniwwork, The series begins in kindergarten
with a study of the child's immediate surroundings at home and at school and gradually expands to a study of
the ,world in grades six and seven. Each textbook presents the information with a global perspective. Within
the textbook Region: ColilOrnia. lei Place in the Worla% specific information on California is found in twoof
the ten units presented or approximately one-third of the text pages. Like the content, the skills in the series
are developed sequentially. A range of social science= -related skills is developed throughout the program.
Within this range. map and globe skills are given emphasis in the special units entitled "Learning About Maps
and Globes," one of which is found at the end of each student textbook for grades onethrough seven. Social
science vocabulary is also emphasised and consistently de%eloped within a systematic skill-building format.

At the kindergarten lesel understanding and skills are developed through a big book format and can be
reinforced ssith a consurmible student activity book.

Textbook/ Workbook
The textbooksareorgani/ed by units and chapters. Each unit begins with a summary of the unit, questions,

and a list of new vocabulary words, Units conclude with a "To Help You Learn- section. which consists of
%ocabulary reinforcement_ factual and critical thinking questions, and skill-development activities. .\ con-
sumable Nsorkbook is available for grades one through seven. -These workbook activities are also available as
blticklme toasters. A consumable student activity book is ayiiiltible for kindergarten.

Nlet bodology
I he textbooks are presented in an expository manner, with suggestions in the teacher's edition on develop-

ing major understandings, skills. attitudes. and evaluation. Prosision. are made for small-group and large-
group actlyine,, Suggestions are made for the teaching of below erage. average. and above-average
students.

Provision for Student Evaluation
-Quick cheeks" follow' the conclusion ()I each discussim, in the textbook. Reviews and questions are

pros ided for each unit, The teacher's guide provides an activity to help evilti:tte students' performance at the



Thi of unit t )11e t:-:t per unit p!ie, l itt tit 1 ztre a \ I

spirit duplicating masters.

Teacher's Guide/ Edition
I he teacher's wlide includes dupheahle aetit it s eels for each ch.tpter, tx%o tests per unit. a t mat una-

tion. lists of audio\ isual materials keed to the tour textbook unit, hthlicteraphies. and ansv,ers to end-of-
chapter questions. Classroom-tested teaching Ntratcwes are suggested. 4 all instructional ohtecto.es for
rmister learnini2. the tezicher editions Prot ide guided reading questions zind help in adjusting, ttts.trut tion for
intik 'dual ditterenees. Reproduced student page!, lesson ohjeeties. weahulziry acti Ides. hack-
ground for the teacher. and ansiAers to all exercises arc included.

Related Materials
Skins-tie elopment exercises for grade,. one throu4h seen focus on tour basic content areas= graphy,

el\ ics, econOrnies, and history, he exercises are proided on du icatinu masters.

Implementation Requirements
None.
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Publisher Title Level

McDougal. Linen and Company A PROUD NATION (19831 8

General Description
Proud Nation is a chronological and ,opical textbook of American histo_ The program goal is to pro-

vide the knowledge. skills. and values orientations that help students gain the experience and understanding
necessary to make intelligent choices and participate effectivelk in society, the textbook includes integration
rif -dal science skills and critical thinking skills,

artier Goals and Objectives
I he textbook covers knowledge an skills but dries not address kalues and social participation in titpth.

!he coals of the textbook are implied within the chapters, Concepts and skills are identified in di- teacher's
edition. with pace references to the student hook;

Organiza
ehronolotzical kiew rik is presewed in iTaditional settings, I-he hook the period

rom 15 5 to tire piesi:nt. I he lessons 0,)111bint f1i[cc tit use arOnCilOgial pa fillls 'le locus
pace, On the focus page a particular aspect of history or another social science is examined in greater detail
than in the narrative. I he chapters follow a pattern. I-he openinc page presents the author's viewpoint of the
period and raises questions, I-he several lessons develop content and skills. Each chapter ends with a review.
[he units provide time lines that identity sicnificant events and trends in American history in the context of
world history. Special family featiires highlight diverse American families to help students develop a sense of
time based on the experience of generations, A unit review page identifies the main ideas of the social sciences
and includes questions that relate past to present.

Textbook/ Workbook
I hi, 736-page narrative is organized into 12 units and 35 chapters. with a review at the end of each chapter;

orkhook that reinforces critical thinking skills developed in the textbook is also available. l-he workbook
material also is available on duplicating masters,

Nielhodology
The textbook is an expositors and chronological review of Arnericatt history. I'riol.try source materials

within the narrative are designed to supplement the expository style of the textbook. Students learn to
participate ettecnkely in siiciet4 by participating et 'in-CIV in class.

Provision for Student Evaluation
The teacher's edition pros ides a mastery test for each chapter. and each test is correlated to specific lesson

and chapter objectives. In addition. alternative tests are avtk.lable in duplicating master form.

Teacher's Guide / Edition
I he teacher's annotated edition introduces the °mini/410mi and features of the student texthoo ; offers

ohjectik es and classroom strategies for each chapter and lesson as well as discussion ideas: pros ides mastery
tests for each chapter and answers to all review questions and tests; and uses on-page annotations to identify
areas of emphasis and methods of intimation; Reading Nocabular) for each lesson is introduced in the
teacher's edition.

Related Materials
None.

Implementation Requirements
None,
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Publisher Tile
McGraw-Hill Book Company McGRAW-HILL SOCIAL STUDIES: OUR

NATION, OUR WORLD (1983)

Level

K-6

General Description
Our .Vation. Our if .i)rld is designed to provide students with the knowledge of skills and attitudes necessary

for becoming participating citizens with an understanding of their role in their community, nation_ and the
world.

The publisher's stilted goals are teach students to learn effectively through study skills development;
(2) droide the students with many opportunities in the content of the social sciences to devdop and practice
their knowledge and skills: (3) demonstrate, through integrated, sequential learning experiences, the impor-
tance of understanding oneself and one's relationship with others: and (4) teach information in the social
sciences necessary for citizens to participate successfully in a democracy.

The four goals of the Ilistorr Social Science Framework form the foundation of the McGraw-Hill
program.

Learner Goals and Objectives
I he series is organized k% ith a set of knowledge and skill goals and objectives within the history and social

science disciplines, There are six history goals and objectives woven throughout the series and reinforced with
different content at each level, kindergarten through grade siv. There are seven geography goals and objec-
tives: four economics goals and objectives: four citizenship goals and objectives: and three goals and objcc-
ties from the other social sciences_ In addition, there are specific objectives for each lesson within each unit.
Through numerous skill activities and content. the four goals of the framework are addressed,

Organization
The Meth-ay.-Hill program substantially meets the criteria for kindergarten through grade six At the

grade four level. two textbooks are available.
The primary materials, kindergarten through grade three. arc thematic, as is the Earth:c Regions at the

grade four level. The grade four California textbook is partly thematic and partly chronological. Subsequent
textbooks are chronologically orgunited except for the introductory geography unit that begins every book.

Textbook/ Workbook
The core of each grade level's materials is a textbook organized into units, chapters, and lessons. The core

learning program is illustrated in the initial pages of the teacher's edition, Each chapter is followed by a
char:er review with a variety of activities and guidelines. Reviews also are provided at the end of each unit
and lesson.

Methodology
The primary approach of the material is exTository, with sonic inquiry questions available in the teacher's

resource notebook and the "Think About It" and "Try Something New" questions or activities in the chapter
and unit review sections.

The series can be adapted to varying sites of groups or can he used individually. Model lesson plans are
provided for each lesson. These plans include objectives, time allocation, resources. background information,
reading and writing skills, teaching strategics, and answers to the lesson review questions. There are questions
that ask students to do critical thinking. Lesson plans are located in the teacher's edition.

No management system is formally announced. The teacher is guided by the overall format to use the unit
chapter lesson sequence in each textbook supplemented by the hlackline masters in the teacher's resource
book.

Provision for Student Evaluation
No placement pretests or post-tests or achievement tests are provided. However, chapter and unit tests are

included in the teacher's resource hook.
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Teacher's Guide/Edition
McGraw-Hill has published a separate expanded rinehound teacher's edition with siIggestions,

and reference'. Resources. time allocation, teachine strate6es, objectiNes, and background are pro% ided.
Providinu for individual student differences is up to the teacher using the availabf, material.

Related Materials
The McGraw-Hill package include!, student textbooks, a teacher\ resource binder, and a teacher's edition.

Simulation activities for the computer (Apple 11 and TRS -XO) are available and are entitled the Search Series_
(See separate write-up

mplementation Requirements
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Publisher Title

McGraw-Hill Book Company FROM SEA TO SHINING SEA (1982) 8

General Description
Silt-Ili/1g Sea is a 757-page chronological American history textbook that emphasises political.

economic, and sociocultural aspects. I his is a third edition of a textbook originally published in 1972. -lherc
are no overall program goals. but there are chapter goals While there are 'eatures on famous Americans.
these features are in some eases parallel to but not integrated into the narrative. -[here are some primary
sources in this political history. The first 500 pages are pre-twentieth century,

Learner Goals and Objectives
I he first goal of the History Sneial Scion e Frainen

recall and comprehension leels. i he textbook does not su
knowledge, is apparent: this knowledge is at the
t;tittitlly address values or social participation.

Organization
I he textbook is a chronological narrative. It meets three of the six suggested topics of the His_ ry--Social

Science f rc. tticii ork The book is divided into eight units: "Peopling the Americas.""The Birth of a Nation."
"The United States Expands to the Pacific.- "A Nation Vskided.- "The United States Becomes an Industrial
(iiant.""The United States Becomes a World Power "The Twenties and Thirties." and ''A Changing Society
in a Changing World.- Each unit begins with a time line.

Textb -/Workbook
The textbook is organised by units and chapters with chapters being further divided into lessons_ At the

end of each lesson. chapter. and unit, review questions and summaries arc provided. The teacher's manual
includes a series of student handout exercises,

Methodology
I he predominant approach is expository. I he tttatertal can he used by individual students in a large -group

setting. Fhere are model lesson plans in the teacher's manual. These plans suggest teaching time objectives,
and strategies_

Provision fur Student Evaluation
No overall management system is introduced. The textbook includes chapter and unit twists in addition to

the checkup questions. The formal tests arc located in the teacher's

Teacher's Guide/Edition
This program includes a teacher's manual rather than it teacher's edition. The manual includes chapter

goals and unit objectives, The teaching strategies suggest lessons for students of varying abilities.

Related Materials
Student materials are included within the teacher's manual.

Implementation Requirements
In-service training, might be requested from the publisher if ti. w. rs have a limited background in United

States history, because this book is comprehensive (designed for the above-average student).



Publisher Title

McGraw-Hill Book Company SEARCH SERIES (1982) 4-8

General Description
he -Sear d/ SericA introduces students ti the LI e of a computer in the social sciences and pro ides a ariety

of simulation octriities. I he program ma% be used with an social science basal program.
I he program goal is to provide students with simulation:, in which a computer is used to assist in group

decision ma k Ow in the social sciences. Mese materials meet some cif the fundamental goals of the ifivrift--
Siriti/ Science FrainettHri, sit-ice the% require students to cooperate in Irving to achieve their goals.

Learner Coals and Objectives
I lie teacher's guide provides a description of the progra m. learner objectives. and sorahularv.
Students must cooperate as a team to carry out the simulation. Coop .:ration and group problem solving are

inherent In the process.

Organization
The program consists cif geography students sail on ancient ships to search for the New World: (2)

geolog% students explore for oil and learn about rocks. fossils, and underground structures in order to make
decisions on drilling: (3) eommunit% students find themselves in an ancient society that is forced to leave its
ancestral home: (4) energy students manage an energy-producing facility and recreate the steps taken in

search of new sources of energy: and (5) archaeology student research teams orgamic the excavation of a
newly' discovered historical site, collect data, and formulate theories about the origins of the people who once
lived there.

I pro:4rarriN are not iaL The ,-etti for each of he simulations is retesant to one or more erode
leel settings.

Textbook/ Workbook
The software package has blackline nittsters fair student use.

Methodology
Br-cause the simulations Ore computer oriented for small-group partici, ation, the predominant method-

ology is a problem-solving format through data scorch and group decision making. The teacher's guide
provides directives for classroom implementation.

Provision for Student Evaluation
A management system is presented in the teacher's guide. The classroom situation for these materials

requires an informal classroom setting in which students can discuss their decision-making strategies. No
formal tests are provided. Teacher - designed evaluation instruments may be used

Teacher's Guide/Edition
The teacher's guide for these materials provides directions and materials for implementing the lessons.

Since there is no test for students, the teacher's guide provides for vocabulary reinforcement. The guide also
provides directions for operating the hardware.

Related Materials
The computer software adds a new dimension to the social studies program for grades (our through six,

Implementation Requirements
Teachers should be provided with in-service training. An Apple II or TRS -8O computer is needed for

implementation. The teacher's guide and student materials should be read and understood before the com-
puter is used.
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Publisher Title Level

Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company HUMAN HERITAGE: A WORLD
HISTORY (1981)

7

General Description
thiman ileritager -1 11-(trlaz lliswry provides in-depth coverage of ancient and medieval history, It also has

some description of ents in the twentieth century,
The program is designed to develop in students an awareness of their human heritage and how that heritage

has shaped human lite!, I-he program encourages the growth of a global perspective of world history by
pro% idine a basic know ledge of Western civilization with insights into Eastern The interdisci-
plinar% approach recognizes the importance of sociology. philosophy, and anthropology to the understand-
ine of world history.

I he llistorv--Social Sciem-t Framework recommends an in-depth study of the Western and non-Western
world cultures. The textbook is a basic chronological development of world history with the addition of
cultural closeup features,

Learner Goals and Objectives
Much emphasis is placed on the attainment of factual knowledge. Students also are pro% ided with oppor-

tunities to de% clop skills that foster analysis and inquiry,

Organization
I he textbook has I units and 4(1 chapters that desiened to he used sequentially. I he program provides

a chronological treatment of the development of !'c'estern civilization with the inclusion of %arious aspects of
Eastern el% ill/ation.

Textbook/ Workbook
The textbook is illustrated with charts, diagrams, and maps. The activity hook consists of chapter sections

that focus ocabulttr% development and other rein! orci ne activities.

Methodology
Through an expository approach students gain fact'. al information and key social studies skills. The

activities are geared toward individual student efforts. Students gain an understanding of places, people, and
events by means of comparing, contrasting, analyzing. and synthesizing different cultures.

Provision for Student Evaluation
The textbook chapters contain a review section with a summary. .ocahulary development, factual review,

discussion questions, and map skills_
Unit reviews provide added evaluation. Chapter quizzes, unit tests, and outline maps are provided on

duplicating masters.

Teacher's Guide/ Edition
The teacher's annotated edition provides chapter analysis with objectives and teaching

Related Materials
None.

Implemen
None,

ion Requirements
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Publisher

Scott, Foresman and Company

Title Level

SCOTT, FORESMAN SOCIAL STUDIES (1983) K-7

General Description
Scott. Foresnum Social S is a multidisciplinary social studies program for kindergarten and grades

one through seven. H istorv. geography. and citizenship are emphasized. Three textbooks are available for
grades six and seven. The publisher's stated goals are to help students ( I) acquire social skills to become
effective members of a group; (2) interpret maps and globes: (3) acquire information about the world; (4)
learn to think critically_ : (5) know about the past: and (6) prepare for responsible citizenship in a democratic
society.

Learner Goals and Objectives
Student goals are implied within the textbook. Knowledge and skill objectives are stated in the teacher

editions_ The four major goals of the Hz-storySocial Science Framework are addressed in the series.

Organization
Each student textbook has seven units_ The content of each unit is organized thematically and develops one

of the seven themes: diversity. interdependence, power. identity, socialization, choices, and change. The basic

content of the social scienceshistory. geography, government, economics, anthropology, and sociologyis
taught through these themes_ Students in grade four have two alternative textbooks a California history
(California History: The Study of Our State) and a regional approach to history (Regions of Our Country
and aur World). Map and globe skill lessons are found at ti:e beginning of the student textbooks for grades
three through seven and are featured in the "Building Social Studies Skills" lessons. An atlas is found at the
back of each textbook. -Citizenship- features cover one of five citizenship competencies developed in the
program. "Someone You Should Know" is a series of illustrated biographies featuring men and women who
have exhibited model citizenship traits. The series also includes features on careers, consumer concerns, and

the environment.

Textbook/ Workbook
Each of the seven units is organized thematically. Student objectives, main ideas, and vocabulary arc

introduced at the beginning of each chapter. Duplicating masters for tests and map and globe skill exercises
are available for grades one through seven. Workbooks are available for grades one through seven.

Methodology
Each of the student textbooks has its content organized around seven themes: diversity, interdependence,

power, identity, socialization, choices, and change. Ea-.li nook is divided into parts that approximate a week's
work, and the week's instructional goal is focused on one main idea_ The content of each book is organized in
the grade-level settings as identified in the HistorySocial Science Framework.

The books are eclectic in that a number of instructional strategies and activities are suggested. The teacher's
guide suggests activities for large and small groups, individual students, and students with special needs.

Provision for Student Evaluation
Each lesson includes review questions at the end. The chapters and units conclude with vocabulary

questions, main idea questions, and skill exercises_ Alternative chapter and unit tests (on duplicating masters)
provide additional evaluation options. "Time Out for Standardized Tests," a special section for grades three
through seven, gives students practice with the formats and styles of standardized tests_

Teacher's Guide/ Edition
The teacher editions include full-color reproductions of student pages with detailed notes. Step-by-step

lesson plans, answers to textbook questions, activities for students of varying abilities, and cross-references to
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related - upplcriirtttars material are provide Each teacher's edition includes introductors material. -kill
cbarts, articles on citizenship and teaching students with unique learning needs, and a bibliography.

Related Materials
The Icacher*s Resource Center, which is a three-ring hinder containing blackline masters of all ancillary

components, is available. -The materials include projects, games. letters to parents. colorful wall-slit maps.
and tests.

Implementation Requirements
None.
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Foresrnan and Company AMERICA! AMERICA! (1982) 8

G meral Description
.1n/erica,' meriaf is a histor: it:mho( grade eicht, 1 -11:,! publisher's stated goals are to help students

( I) gain an overview of Cnited Sta:cs history; (2) he motivated to study the subject further; and (3) acquire

a sense of pride in America's past.
his book meets the recommended course cif study outlined in the Him' rt.Social Sc:7

Learner Goals and Objectives
All of the major components lister) :n the fib I-- nce Framcit (Irk are met. Learner goals an

objectives zire listed in the teacher edition as knowledge ntecves: obiectives, and concepts.

Organization
The material is presented chronologically, The class should cover a chapter per week and a lesson per dal.',

The Iocus is on people who shaped the nation. -The textbook presents geography' as it relates to American
history. Special features include American lass and world events in progress at the time of key developments

in American history,

Textbook /Workbook
The textbook contains 36 chzipters within nine units.

Methodology
lhe minority of the textbook is taught by means of traditional methods: howl scr, inquiry lessons along

with map, chart, and picture lessons are also included, Teaching and learning activities are provided to
motivate students, Chapter lesson plans in the teacher's annotated edition describe projects to challenge

ady zinced student'. for stimulating slower individuals, and assignments for both groups and
individuals. Chapter reviews in the textbook include activity ideas for students with many (littering ahilities,

Provision for Student Evaluation
Checkup questions are provided for each lesson. and a test is provided at the end I-each chapter and unit.

Each chapter lesson plan in the teacher's annotated edition provides a section of evaluation activities, The
tests on duplicating masters can be used in place of the chapter and unit tests in the student textbook,

Teacher's Guide/Edition
The teacher's annotated editio-n consists of a 64-page teacher's guide bound into the front in annotated

version of the student textbook, The teacher's guide includes introductory material, chapter-by-chapter
lesson plans. student and teacher bibliographies, and a unit-by-unit list of suggested audiovisual materials.
Each lesson plan includes a chapter overview, chapter objectives, kcy vocabulary words, teaching ideas, and
evaluation activities, Annotations on the student pages provide such information as discus:iion suggestions,
activity ideas, and answers to the section, chapter, and unit tests,

Related Materials
Chapter and unit tests arc available on duplicating masters. A student workbook and a teacher's edition of

the workbook also are available.

Implementation Requirements
None.
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Publisher Title ve

Silver Burdett Corrtpany THE WORLD AND ITS PEOPLE (1984) K-7

General Description
The World uric/ Its People is. it skill -based program that includes exercises to develop the skills needed to

use ma-ps. graphs. and tim lines in addition to those that develop vocabulary. reading, and writing skills,

Learner Goals and Objectives
and chapter goals are listed in the teacher editions. 1 he lour major skills include in the / /i,ctcrra

S,,t-ta/ tence Framework are implied in the textbook narrative.

Organization
The II 'Odd km People has a sequential and cumulative organliation in each grade and from one grade

to the next_ It examines the world in an ever-widening circle. gradually expanding from the home and
neighboi hood to the nation and the world, California is the setting for the fourth-grade textbook. the
filth-grade text hook includes a chronological history of the United States along with a development of its
eeographt..

Textbook/ Workbook
I he textbooks are diode d into units a nd chapters, Each unit and chapter ends w ith a reticle the main

ideas, a vocahular% test, and a list of recommended activities. Workbook attic dies are based on information
provided in pictures, drawings. maps. eraphs. illustrations. word ptulles. and symbols as well as reading
selections.

Nlethodoloo
Ihe li`or id Its Per Ile includes summaries. re% kw.. and opportunitie i . ,ruing doing. The

teacher editions include a wide variety cif actp.ittes to meet the needs of specific or groups. A large
dot desalt notes expanded activities that may be used with students who have difficulty grasping the concepts
or students w ho need further challenge. Large-group and small-group activities in addition to enrichment and
remediation zicti% ities zire provided,

Provision for Student Evaluation
Teachers may use the chapter reviews to assess understanding at regular intervals. Tests on reproducible

masters are available for use with each textbook. The test questions reflect the lesson goals defined in the
teacher editions.

Teacher's Guide/ Edition
Annotations on the student pages include facts. supplementary information, and questions to use while

class is in progress. The lesson plans at the bad. of each teacher's edition include suggested activities with
descriptive labels, suggested questions and answers, goals, and supplementary information. Suggested
bulletin-board displays and reproducible masters of letters to parents are included. The front pages include
the scope-and-sequence skills for social science and language arts that are correlated with the publisher's basic
music program.

Related Materials
The series includes Spanish-English language materials and an atlas. -Fhe kindergarten program consists of

27 illustrated activity folders, a teacher's manual, and a letter to parents.

Implementation Requirements
Teachers might need in-service training in ways integrating the curriculum.
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b tsher Tir Level

Silver Burdett Company OUR AMERICAN HERITAGE (19 8

General Description
Our American brerita _ a 776-page eighth-grade textbook that provides a chronological topical treat-

ment of the major everus that have helped to shape America and Americans today. The student's textbook is
accompanied by a soft-cover teacher's manual and a student's workbook with a teacher's edition.

Learner Goals and Objectives
The goals and objectives are implied in the textbook,

Organization
The textbook is organiied in a chronological order, with comprehensive coverage of all periods of our

nation's development. Within this framework each unit focuses on attributes or beliefs that are characteristic

of Americans, such as ethnic diversity and mobility. The textbook also covers political, economic, and social
behavior of Americans.

Textbook/ Workbook
be textbook is composed of ten units containing 39 chapters and includes maps, table., a

special-interest materials. The workbook provides further skill-building activities.

Methodology
Our American Heritage provides a thorough coverage of United States history. A key feature of the

textbook is the focus on the characteristics that are peculiarly American. Source materials help students
visualize the people as well as the events of history. Maps. charts, photographs, reproductions of original art.
time lines, and diagrams are used to clarify. develop, and extend information_

Provision for Student Evaluation
Checkup questions follow each lesson within each chapter_ and chapter tests are at the end of each ha pier_

(Test answers are in the teacher's manual.) Tests for each unit are found at the back of the teacher's manual in
the form of reproducible masters. Chapter and unit tests reflect the major goals listed in the teacher's manual.

Teacher's Guide/ Edition
The soft-cover teacher's manual is organized into the following topics: Background Information, Perfor-

mance Objectives, Famous People, Vocabulary, and Activities. Unit tests (on blackline masters) are bound
into the back of the teacher's manual.

Related Materials
None,

Implementation Requirements
None.
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Publisher

Silver Burdett Company AMERICA AND AMERICANS (1983) 8

General Description
Each of the two %olumes in this American history series provides a chronological topical treatment of

selected major eNents that have helped to shape America and Americans today. Volume I. From Exploration
to Reconwuction, presents the story of America from its early beginning in the Age of Discovery to its new
beginning after the Civil War. Volume II, Front Reconstruction to the Present. begins with a transitional
section that surveys America's formative years, providing background for the study of modern America.
Each unit concludes with a chapter-length section presenting illustrated biographies of men and women who
have helped to shape America's history, culture. and life-style.

Learner Goals and Objectives
when the two volumes are used together, they adequat' V address the our mayor goals and the s

grade-leel topics of the flis-tor Social Science Framework.

Organization
within a chronological framework each unit focuses on a period of history. Each unit is divided into three

or four chapters that develop the unit's theme. Aids to learning include unit and chapter reviews and
end-of-unit skills development pages. Accompanying each volume are a teacher's manual and a student's
workbook with teacher's edition.

Textbook/ Workbook
Each of the Mc) student textbooks is divided by unit and chapter and has an accompanying workbook.

tethodologv
Primary source materials, illustrations, and biographies give students an in-depth appreciation of llnited

States history and the people who made it, Each unit contains a skills development page that may include
maps, charts, time lines, or diagrams. Each chapter has a one-page review. Special feature sections of student
interest include "America Expresses Itself." "Sidelights of History," and "Inventions That Changed the
Course of History."

Provision for Student Evaluation
Each chapter is divided into two to four lessons. Checkup questions follow each lesson, and chapter tests

are at the end of each chapter. (Test answers are in the teacher manti...s.) Each chapter's major goals, which
are listed in the teacher manuals, are covered in the evaluative materials. Tests on blackline masters for each
unit of each volume are found at the back of the teacher's manual for that volume.

Teacher's Guide/ Edition
Each of the soft-coyer teacher manuals is organised into the following topics: Background Information,

Performance Objectives, Famous People, Vocabulary. and Activities. Each teacher's manual includes unit
tests on blackline masters.

Related Materials
None.

Implementation Requirements
None.
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Publisher Title

Steck-Vaughn Company STECK-VAUGHN SOCIAL STUDIES (1963)

Level

1-6

General Description
.Steek- aughli Aumil Studies is a nine-book set matem's for grades one through six. The

matcriak address the tour major components of the lli.srefrt Social S, .tree Frarnework The knowledge
content component is multidisciplinary. and the skills deNelopment component moves sequentially from the

study of hztsic skills to critical thinking skills. rhe program goals for the series are implied within the
textbook,

Learner Coals and Objectives
Unit and chapter objectkes are listed as behavioral objectives in the teacher's edition, Major concepts and

kills are identified through scope-and-sequence charts in the teacher editions, -f he four major goals of the
r Social -Science Framework are addressed.

Organisation
I he materials are designed to 110 used sequentially in grades one through six. Settings folio those outlined

in the HistorySocial Science Framework with the study of people in ever-widening circles. At the primary
level the textbooks focus on people at home and at school, people in groups and in neighborhoods, and
people in communities. All primary levels begin with ease studies from the United States and conclude with
studies from other nations. Tw o companion textbooks are offered for grade four. One examines California as
a region. and the other provides a study of the major regions of the United States. At the other intermediate
lesels, the focus is on people in United States history. people in today's diverse world, physical and cultural
geoslrziphv of the world, and an in-depth study of the American experience_

Textbook/Workbook
'The series is orcanized by units and chapters. At the beginning of each unit and ch:ipter, the'learning lesson

objectives are stated along with the new vocabulary terms.
Only spirit masters are available for grades one and two. Spirit masters and activity books are available for

grades three through six. In addition to the teacher edition fot the student hook, a teacher edition of the
activity book is available.

Methodology
Skill development is provided through individual skills lessons. Skills are identified when introduced, when

taught formally. and when reviewed and reinforced. Chapters and units conclude with follow-up vocabulary
exercises, comprehension questions. higher-level critical thinking questions. further study, and participation

activities.

Provision for Student Evaluation
Evaluation of student progress is provided for on a lesson-by-lesson. chapter-by-chapter. and unit-by-unit

basis with review exercises in the student editions, formal tests in the accompanying testing components. and
individualised suggestions in the teacher editions. The stated goals of the set are assessed through the use of

the formal interim and post-test components.

Teacher's Guide/Edition
Teacher's editions and guides follow a lesson-by-lesson format that provides a range of history/ social

science teaching strategies. Suggestions arc offered for practice in reading, writing, and computation skills_
The guides provide strategies for using textbooks with different ability levels. For grades three throng', six,
special strategies arc offered under the headings "Extra Help" (below level) and "Challenge Activity" (above
level).
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Related Materials
Spirit duplicatinu masters are a liable for gra

three through six.
one throe :h six. _ for g

Implementation Requirements
None
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Publisher Title-
Ste aughn Company AMERICAN ADVENTURES (1983) 8

General Description
w- provides survey of American history from prehistory to the contemporary period.

I he iesthook is divided into tour parts: Nation Conceived and Dedicated": "Old Hate, New Hope"
"Corning of ; and "Yesterday. Today. Tomorrow." The content is consistent with the eighth-grade
locus of the Il sit (rtSocial Science Framework

earner Coals and Objectives
the teaching guide pros ides objectives and content outlines for each chapter as well as other suggested

leLirrungs for students. These are consistent with the Framework

Organization
Each of the four hooks is divided into parts_ stihich in turn are divided into short chapters. Each part has

"looking Ahead"' and "Looking Back: Skills Activities" sections. Each chapter focuses on a historical event
or personality. Time lines, miips_ and illustration's are included to supplement the written material.

Textbook/Workbook
A "Skills Spirit Masters volume is available for each of the four parts of the basal textbook. -1-he

ss orkhook includes a pretest. a post-test. and a work sheet for each chapter. The work sheets provide a review
of the chapter content and call upon students to develop or extend their process (thinking) skills.

Methodology
The teacher's guide pros-ides stweested teaching procedures in a -Moving Ahead" section. Other features

include skill development direction as well as a "sidelights" section that provides teachers with additional
facts related to the chapter content.

Provision for Student Evaluation
Each volume of American Adventures includes both a pretest and post-test.

Teacher's Guide/Edition
The 240-page teacher's guide provides general introduction information, specific suggestions for each

chapter, and tests. The guide also includes a bibliography with a listing of books for students and teachers.
Audiovisual materials are listed.

Related Materials
The program includes a basic textbook. four workbooks (spirit masters). and a teaching. guide.

Implementation Requirements
'reacher in-service training is recommended,
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Previously Adopted Basic Instructional t iaterials in
HistorySocial Science

The adoption termination year for the programs listed below is 1986.
Please refer to the Price List and Order Form for HistorySocial
Science Instructional Materials for price information.

D. C. Heath arid Company/American Book Company
A .11ERICA A' BOOK SOCIAL STUDIES 1979 (Grades one
through six)
WORLD GEOGRAPHY v 1979 (Grades seven and eight)

Gibbs Smith, Inc.Peregrine Smith Books
CALIFORNIA' 1980, 1981 (Grade tour)

Houghton Mifflin Company
THE GRAND EXPERIMENT SERIES co 1978 (Grade eight)

McGraw-Hill Book Company
ELEMENTARY SOCIAL STUDIES PROGR,141 co 1979
(Kindergarten and grades one through six)

Scott, Foresman and Company
SCOTT FORESMAN SOCIAL STUDIF 1979 (Grades one
through seven)
WO R L D CULTURES, 1977 (Grades seven and eight)
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Publications Available from the Department of Education
This publication contains narrative descriptions only, The companion document. Price List and Order

Form for IlistorrSocial Science Instructional Materials% contains price information for these programs.
As subject areas come up for adoption on the six ear cycle, catalogs will be converted to this dual format.

The following catalogs, price lists, and frameworks are currently available, at the following prices;
Catalog of Instructional Materials in Art (1983) __ $1.85

Catalog of Instructional Materials in Bilingual Bicultural and ESL 119831. 185
Catalog of Instructional Materials in English and Dictionaries (1983) ...= . ....= = ....... .. 1.85
Catalog of Instructional Materials in Foreign Languages (1983) I 85
Catalog of Instructional Materials in Literature (1982) .... . . 1.85

Catalog ttf Instructional Materials in Mathematics O981f 2.50

Catalog of Instructional Materials in Reading (1982) 3.50

Catalog of Instructional Materials in Spelling and Handwriting (1983) .=._..=_._ .. . .. ....... ........ .

English Language Framework for California Public Schools (1976) 1 50

Foreign Language Framework for California Public Schools 11980) 7.50

Health Instruction Framework for California Public Schools (19281 _
135

Ilistor Social Science Framework for California Public Schools (1981) ..... . 2.25

Instructional Materials Price List and Order Form= 1982 1984 09821' 4 50
Mathematic, Framework and 1980 Addendum for California Public Schools ( 1 9 8 2 ) ..= . ... ....... _.= 2.00
rhsical Education Framework for California Public Schools (197.4)+ . ....=== ..... ... ===.......= 1.00
Trice 1 1st and Order Form for History Social Science Instructional Materials. 1984 1986 11983) ...= ....... .=._ 1.85
Program Descriptions for History Social Science Instructional Materials (1983) 2.50

Reading Framework for California Public Schools I9801. 1 75

Science Framework for California Public Schools 11978) == ..... 1.65

Visual and Performing Arts Framework for California Public Schools 3.25

Orders for publications should be directed to:
California State Department of Education
P.O. Box 271
Sacramento, CA 95802
A remittance or purchase order must accompany the order. Purchase orders without checks are accepted

only from government agencies in California. Sales tax should be added to all orders from California
purchasers.

A complete list of publications available from the Department may be obtained by writing to the address

listed above.

*This list includes material in health, music, and science.
+A 1983 edition is in process.
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